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Chapter 921 – A Change In Temperament! 

Although Kale didn’t fully understand everything, he still decided to trust Carvalho. 

 

The order was passed, but the reason why he believed Carvalho was because Carvalho managed to save 

his life during the time they were in a unit together. This allowed Kale to give Carvalho his unconditional 

trust. 

 

After giving the order, Kale looked at Carvalho and said, “Carvalho, what happened to Lion Rock? How 

could it be this serious?” 

 

Carvalho turned to Kale and said, “Zhao Hai is here!” 

 

Kale stared, then he said, “Zhao Hai? What is his relationship with Lion Rock?… Wait, the undead! Are 

those Zhao Hai’s doing?” 

 

Carvalho nodded and said, “Right, I’ve seen the undead. They’re from Lion Rock!” 

 

Kale’s eyes turned blood red. He looked straight at Carvalho and said, “I remember that your family’s 

ancestors have been buried in Lion Rock. Are they among the undead?” 

 

Carvalho’s eyes turned ominous as he nodded and said, “I have seen the ancestor, but he doesn’t know 

me.” The volume of the two wasn’t that small, allowing those around them to hear. When they heard 

Carvalho, they were astonished before their expression was changed to anger. But Kale and Carvalho 

didn’t care about it. 

 

It was just like what Zhao Hai said, the emotions of the Leo Divines were like a barrel of gunpowder. As 

long as a small spark comes, then it would immediately blow up. Even the calm soldiers would have a 

change of expression, much less anybody else. 

 

Carvalho wanted to restrict the spread of this information. But just as he was made to tell Kale, other 

people would have to tell other people as well. In the end, it wouldn’t take long before Lion Rock’s 

matter would spread throughout the Leo continent. 



 

Meanwhile, Qing Feng and Mingyue led the undead to enter the Hell King’s ship and occupy the undead 

cabins. There were plenty of other undead here, but Zhao Hai sent them to the Space in order to make 

room. 

 

Qing Feng and Mingyue’s group of undead were the most powerful ones that Zhao Hai had. Naturally, 

Zhao Hai would have them follow him to enhance his own strength. Zhao Hai couldn’t use his full power, 

and Qing Feng and Mingyue’s appearance just supplemented that shortcoming… 

 

At this time, Carvalho and Kale were heading towards Lion City. They wanted to inform the Leo Emperor 

about Zhao Hai’s presence in the Continent as soon as possible. Their aim was to solve this issue as 

quickly as possible. 

 

Zhao Hai wasn’t finished, after he took care of the undead, he directed the Hell King’s ship to go under 

Lion Rock once more. He must destroy Lion Mountain and make it known to the Leo Divines that he was 

the one who did it. He wanted to make sure that this matter wouldn’t be hidden. 

 

Shaking the foundation of Lion Rock wasn’t difficult for Zhao Hai. He had plenty of undead as well as 

numerous iron armor beasts. If he wanted to destroy something, then that would be an easy matter. 

 

Just as Zhao Hai was about to begin demolishing Lion Rock, the Leo soldiers also began to surround the 

place. Naturally, they wouldn’t be able to enclose the entire mountain. They just stationed themselves 

at crucial points to make sure that nobody enters the area. 

 

The soldiers were still clueless about what happened in Lion Rock since they weren’t given much 

information other than the Carvalho’s order. 

 

Zhao Hai wasn’t polite, he immediately released a large number of undead and iron armor beasts to 

begin excavating Lion Rock. They dug holes in the mountain in preparation for collapsing it in one go. 

 

Presently, Zhao Hai had hundreds of millions of undead. It wouldn’t be hard for these undead to dig up a 

huge mountain. Moreover, these undead were God-rank, they could just use Earth Element magic in 

order to excavate quickly. 

 



At this time, Zhao Hai was sitting inside the Hell King’s ship. He was looking at the ongoing excavation 

that was happening in Lion Rock. It was only after a while did he call Qing Feng over in order to tell him 

about his cultivation method. 

 

Although Qing Feng and Mingyue studied the most basic cultivation method, it was still much better 

compared to magic and battle qi. Because of this, Zhao Hai wanted to learn it for himself. 

 

Laura and the others were also by Zhao Hai’s side, looking at the cultivation method. After taking a 

glance at it, Zhao Hai said, “Really mysterious. It’s more delicate compared to battle qi and magic. If we 

practice according to this method, then we could control our strength more freely. Moreover, our 

abilities would get a huge increase.” 

 

Laura nodded, “Right, I can’t believe that this is just a basic cultivation method. Currently, we could still 

fight with the strongest people in the Divine Realm. But if we face people who used this cultivation 

method, then we might encounter a few problems.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, then he turned to Laura and said, “Laura, I’ll leave you to observe the undead. As long 

as the excavation is done, topple Lion Rock. Meanwhile, I will try to practice this cultivation method. I 

want to see what effects it may have.” 

 

When Laura heard Zhao Hai, she couldn’t help but look at him and said, “Brother Hai, are you sure? 

Practicing those methods seem to be risky. You should wait.” 

 

Zhao Hai shook his head and said, “It’ll be fine. Sooner or later, we’ll be entering the Cultivation Realm. 

The situation there is different from what we have right now. A good basic cultivation method can give 

you a good foundation. I have already asked Qing Feng, he said that their sect was quite famous in the 

Cultivation Realm. Their basic cultivation methods are quite well-known as well. Therefore, there 

shouldn’t be any risks practicing their cultivation method. I’ll practice this first to gain some experience. 

Later on, you’ll cultivate as well. Also, Cai’er will be with me, there’s no need to worry.” 

 

Upon hearing Zhao Hai, Laura knew that any further persuasion would be useless. Therefore, she just 

nodded and said, “Alright, but you need to be careful.” Zhao Hai smiled faintly as he nodded at the 

women and proceeded to enter his room. 

 



Inside his room, Zhao Hai immediately sat cross legged and went along with the instructions stated in 

the cultivation manual. The instructions weren’t that complex, but Zhao Hai still had some difficulties. 

The cultivation method was harder to practice than any battle qi manual that Zhao Hai has ever seen. 

 

However, Zhao Hai was still confident that he would be able to practice well. One shouldn’t forget, Zhao 

Hai was already on the boundary. His strength had already reached a stage where he would have to 

ascend to the Cultivation Realm. This cultivation method would just serve to refine his own energy. 

 

To Zhao Hai, practicing this cultivation method was just like perfecting a half-completed work, not 

adding something new. 

 

And even if the cultivation method wasn’t able to perfect Zhao Hai’s strength, at the very least it could 

still chisel his strength into a more appropriate form. As for what his strength would turn into, then it 

was up to Zhao Hai to find out later on. 

 

It didn’t take long for Zhao Hai to practice the cultivation method. He was now going along the routes 

that the method had described. 

 

Upon completing one cycle of the cultivation method, Zhao Hai was suddenly startled. The cultivation 

method actually managed to stabilize his strength, making Zhao Hai tranquil, calming his mental state. 

 

At the same time, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but get startled at how his strength became more formidable. 

Because of this, the heaven and earth’s suppression on him began to strengthen. This might be 

dangerous for average people. But for Zhao Hai, it was still within controllable range. Moreover, Zhao 

Hai knew that after ending his cultivation his strength would begin to calm down, lessening the pressure 

on him. 

 

When he was finished practicing the cultivation method, Zhao Hai felt that his body start to become 

calm, even the laws had lessened their rejection. Zhao Hai let out a sigh of relief, he finally felt how 

profound the cultivation method was. 

 

Zhao Hai slowly opened his eyes and let out a long breath. It can be clearly seen that his temperament 

had undergone a change. It can be said that Zhao Hai had no presence before, he was just like an 

invisible person. But now, his presence had become very clear. 

 



Zhao Hai was like an envoy of peace as he just stood there. He gave people the feeling of meeting a 

gentle breeze, soft, warm, and amicable. His magic robe also accentuated this image. 

 

Although the robe was black, there was no evil feeling emanating out of Zhao Hai. Instead, it gave a 

sense of maturity and stability. A sage-like person!! 

 

If someone were to describe the Zhao Hai right now with four words, then it would be ‘A sage-like 

person’ These four characters described Zhao Hai’s current appearance. 

 

Zhao Hai’s two eyes looked very peaceful and distant, evoking a sense of mystery about him. Once you 

stare at them, one would be lost. His skin looked like radiant stones. Just by standing there, Zhao Hai 

looked like he was one with the world. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t know the changes to his temperament. He just felt like he was never as calm as this in 

the past. The laws around him seem to calm down as well and wasn’t rejecting him as much before. 

 

Zhao Hai knew that this was because of how his energy has been transformed. As soon as he begins to 

use his powers, then the laws would heavily reject him once more. This was because his strength was 

something that shouldn’t exist in this realm. 

 

But even if Zhao Hai’s temperament had calmed down, this didn’t mean that his judgement has been 

affected. He still had matters to attend to, people to kill. He wouldn’t be lenient. His temperament was 

only changed because of the cultivation method. 

 

Zhao Hai looked at the time, one hour had passed. He smiled faintly as he walked out of his room. Upon 

heading out, Zhao Hai saw Laura and the others staring at the screen. Lion rock was seen on the screen. 

At this time, Lion Rock was already turned to dust, thoroughly collapsed. 

 

Zhao Hai saw this and smiled, “We’re almost done here.” 

 

When they heard this, Laura and the others immediately turned their heads. When the saw Zhao Hai, 

they couldn’t help but get stunned, every single one of their expressions was shock. 

 



Zhao Hai found their expressions strange, so he asked, “What’s wrong? Did something happen to me?” 

 

When Laura heard this, she couldn’t help but laugh. Then she went to Zhao Hai and grabbed his hand, 

“Brother Hai, there’s nothing wrong. But you seem to look better compared to before.” 

 

Upon hearing this, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but gawk. Then he smiled and said, “Look better than before? 

Why, was I ugly? Or did I become more attractive?” 

 

Megan chuckled as she ran to Zhao Hai and grabbed his other arm, “You looked good before. But you 

also didn’t become more handsome. Your temperament just changed, you seem more mature now 

compared to before. Brother Hai, we need to make an agreement. You’re not allowed to see women 

outside alone anymore. Otherwise, those women would be swept up by you.” 

 

When Lizzy and the others heard Megan, they couldn’t help but chuckle as well. Zhao Hai loudly laughed 

and said, “Is that so? Did my charisma improve? Alright, you go practice the cultivation method as well. 

When you’re all done, you will become the same as me.” 

 

Meg smiled and said, “It looks like the cultivation method is very good. How did the cultivation go, 

Brother Hai? Did you have problems? Is it difficult?” 

 

Zhao Hai shook his head and said, “It wasn’t too difficult. The cultivation method is very easy. All of you 

should be able to succeed. Alright, no need to stare at me. After you finish, go to the Space and give the 

cultivation method to Grandpa Green and the others. I reckon it would be helpful for them.” 

 

Laura and the others nodded before they took a copy of the cultivation method and went to practice. 

Zhao Hai knew that the cultivation method would be good for Grandpa Green and the others because 

he noted that the method was of Daoist origin. Moreover, it was a moderate and peaceful method. 

 

This kind of method wasn’t quick, but Daoist practices generally had the most benefits. People who 

practice this method would not be possessed by Devils and would generally have more life force. 

Chapter 922 – The Lion King 

Although Green and the others were God-rank experts, they were already quite old and their lifespan 

was limited. They only practice magic and battle qi, so even if it had a help of increasing their strength, it 



won’t increase their lifespan that much. Compared to a Daoist method’s means of preserving life, it still 

fell a bit short. 

 

Green and the others were Zhao Hai’s family members. Back when Zhao Hai was on Earth, he didn’t 

have a family, he never felt the warmth of home. It was only after arriving at the Ark Continent did Zhao 

Hai know the feeling of family, the feeling of being home. 

 

Zhao Hai treasures this feeling very much. No matter what he does, he would always put his family 

members first. If he gains any benefits, he would always think of his clan. 

 

Back in the Ark Continent, Zhao Hai was a rich person, and his family was always full. But now he was 

different, he was a family Patriarch and also had a lot of people inside the Space. He had to be 

responsible for all of these people. Therefore, he had to look for benefits all the time. If he wanted to 

achieve his goals, he can only do this. 

 

Zhao Hai was sitting inside his room while looking at the monitor. There was a dust cloud over where 

Lion Rock was. The people of the Leo Continent should know about this before long. Hiding such a huge 

sound would be very difficult. 

 

At this time, Zhao Hai wanted to see the response of the Leo Continent. At the same time, he also knows 

that the Leo Continent’s reaction wouldn’t be as severe as the Central Continent. 

 

The reason Zhao Hai was able to cause that much reaction to the Central Continent was because he also 

eradicated the Central Continent’s Imperial Clan. This turned the Central Continent into a headless 

dragon. Nobody was able to suppress the populace, contributing to how chaotic everything became. 

 

Like Zhao Hai thought, chaos had arrived at the Leo Continent. The mood of the Leo Divines haven’t 

been that great lately. They felt that, as Divines, they shouldn’t have suffered a loss against someone 

from the Ark Continent. 

 

All these years, Connecting Heaven Palace had always been the spiritual pillar of the Divine Race. How 

could these people bear the damage of their holy place being destroyed. 

 



And now, Lion Rock, a sacred place for the Leo Divines, has been ruined. At the same time, the remains 

of their ancestors have been turned into undead. It didn’t take a long time for the Leo Continent to 

explode. 

 

Although the scale of the Leo Continent’s reaction wasn’t as worse as the Central Continent, the chaos 

was still out of Zhao Hai’s imagination. 

 

It wasn’t only Zhao Hai whose expectation were surpassed, the Leo Divines didn’t expect it as well. 

Fights among the civilians happened frequently, some fires also began to appear. After that, the army 

joined the chaos. The matter became bigger and bigger, in the end it couldn’t be controlled anymore. 

 

However, the chaos in the Leo Continent was somewhat different from the chaos in the Central 

Continent. In the Central Continent, the chaos stemmed from people completely losing their sense. On 

the other hand, the Leo Continent’s chaos came from the population’s suppressed emotions. 

 

The arrogance of the Divine Race had exceeded Zhao Hai’s expectation. In their view, Zhao Hai’s attack 

on Connecting Heaven Palace and now on Lion Rock was completely because of the incompetence of 

those in power. Not being able to find and deal with Zhao Hai was the biggest insult. The people could 

only vent their emotions in this way. 

 

Most importantly, this sentiment didn’t only exist among the commoners, the soldiers thought the same 

as well. In the end, this caused the trouble in the Leo Continent to be more uncontrollable. 

 

Zhao Hai went to Thirsty Lion City in order to take a look. He wanted to see how chaotic the Leo 

Continent had become. However, he didn’t relax on observing Lion Rock. He knew that the powerful Leo 

Divines would surely go and see the situation. 

 

The reason Zhao Hai wanted to keep his attention on Lion Rock was because he wanted to obtain a 

genuine Seven Star Heaven Lock disk. The disk can be installed on the Hell King’s ship, so Zhao Hai 

needed to obtain them. 

 

Although the chaos in the Leo Continent had become uncontrollable, and some opportunists had used 

this to gain benefits, the Leo Royals still didn’t take it too seriously. This was because they already 

reported this matter to their Supreme Elder. They believed that as long as the Supreme Elder comes 

back, then this unrest would immediately die down. 



 

Because of this, the Royal Family sent people without bringing a Seven-Star Heaven Lock disk. Not that 

they didn’t, but they couldn’t because they didn’t have one. 

 

The eight disks of the formation was sent to the other eight continents. Since Elder Star and the others 

were staying in the Leo Continent, there was no disk present here. This was something that Zhao Hai 

didn’t take into account. 

 

However, the person that went this time was someone special. It was the Leo Continent’s Lion King! Lion 

Rock was equivalent to the Imperial tomb of the Leo Clan. Now that their ancestral grave was dug out, 

how could the Lion King not go to investigate. 

 

Although the Leo Continent had gone chaotic, the Leo Clan still controlled quite a number of troops. This 

army comprised mostly of the Royal Clan’s juniors. They’re quite numerous and were very loyal. It was 

because of this army that the Leo Royals weren’t afraid that someone would make a move on them. 

 

Lion City wasn’t very far from Lion Rock. It didn’t take long before the Leo Clan was able to arrive. 

Meanwhile, Zhao Hai calmly observed the situation at Lion Rock. 

 

After seeing the Leo Royals, Zhao Hai knew that their identity wasn’t simple. At this time, Laura and the 

others were training, so Zhao Hai didn’t plan to bother them. However, Zhao Hai didn’t think about 

giving up this time. He wanted to use this opportunity to deal with the Leo Royals. Therefore, he 

released Qing Feng and Mingyuan out. Then he ordered them to attack the Royal Clan. 

 

This might me cruel, but it wasn’t. Although the Leo Royals were descendants of Qing Feng and 

Mingyue, their blood has been extremely diluted after many generations. This allowed Zhao Hai to have 

the confidence to send the two powerful undead out. 

 

The Lion King’s expression was ugly as he looked at Lion Mountain. To be honest, the other Royals didn’t 

care much about the destruction of Connecting Heaven Palace. They weren’t from the Central 

Continent. And even if the effort the ten Continents did to build the palace wasn’t small, it was just to 

the point of sending average God-ranks to help. 

 



For the Lion King, that matter was already too long ago. If the palace was destroyed, then it was 

destroyed. For him, it wasn’t a very important event. Zhao Hai slapped the face of the Central Continent, 

it had nothing to do with him. 

 

But now that Lion Rock was destroyed, the slap was on the faces of the Leo Divines. In this case, how 

could the Lion King just remain calm? 

 

Most importantly, the Lion King understood what the destruction of Lion Rock meant. Lion Rock was 

their ancestral grave. Even a small damage to the grave was a stain on the Leo Royal Clan’s reputation. 

 

The man wearing a helmet next to the Lion King had an even uglier expression. This person was the 

highest ranked military person in the continent, a Leo Royal Prince, the younger brother of the Lion King. 

He was called the War Lion. 

 

War Lion’s expression was very ugly. He thought that this matter was his responsibility. He was the most 

decorated general in the continent, and the defensive plan was arranged by him. However, under his 

own gaze, the Lion Rock was silently destroyed by Zhao Hai. This was the greatest shame that he had 

experienced. 

 

At this time, the two suddenly heard sounds of disturbance. The Lion King and War Lion turned to see a 

group of undead. Upon seeing these undead, the expression on the faces of the two immediately turned 

uglier. 

 

War Lion and the Lion King were members of the Royal Family, so they were more acquainted to the 

members of the Royal Clan due to the portraits that were made. On those portraits, the members wore 

their Imperial Robes of which they also wore to their graves. Because of this, War Lion and the Lion King 

both recognized Qing Feng and Mingyue. Judging by their clothes, their thought shouldn’t be wrong. 

 

After understanding this, it’s natural that the two would be extremely angry. However, the two suddenly 

had a headache. It was because attacking these undead would be the same as attacking their ancestors. 

They didn’t know how to go about this situation. Even if they managed to destroy the undead, this 

meant that their ancestors’ skeletons would be ruined. On the other hand, how could they just receive 

the attack without retaliating? This made War Lion and the Lion King frown at the same time. 

 

War Lion turned to the Lion King and said, “Brother, what should we do?” 



 

The Lion King frowned, he still couldn’t make up his mind. After some time, the Lion King said, “We fight. 

We’ll clash with them sooner or later. We cannot just wait for Zhao Hai to release them.” 

 

War Lion couldn’t help but sigh. To be honest, he really didn’t want to fight. But in this case, they didn’t 

have a choice. War Lion wanted to disagree with the Lion King, but he hated Zhao Hai more. 

 

Along with the Lion King’s order, the army began to move and head towards Qing Feng and Mingyue. 

Following the Lion King were his personal guards. They were quite strong, and they numbered about a 

hundred thousand. 

 

But when the personal guards rushed over, they suddenly discovered their mistake. Every undead 

suddenly established their Domains as they proceeded to attack. 

 

The guards didn’t expect the undead to be this formidable. The undead were actually God-ranks, and 

they were even able to use their Domains. For the Personal Guards, this was a disaster. 

 

Although the personal guards weren’t weak, they were only God-rank experts. On the other hand, the 

other party were peak God-ranks. The guards were surely to be pressured by the undead. 

Chapter 923 – Is This The End Of the Divine Race? 

However, the guards weren’t necessarily unable to counter-attack. These people were among the best 

of the Leo Continent’s soldiers. And considering Domain Weapons, the group had about twenty, this 

number wasn’t small. 

 

On the other side of the battle, the Lion King was protected inside his Domain Weapon. It wasn’t as if he 

didn’t have the strength to fight, after all he was also a God-rank expert. However, in the end, he was 

the King, he couldn’t be put into any danger. 

 

The Lion King’s guards were already fighting against Qing Feng and Mingyue. One was strong while the 

other wasn’t afraid of death. Although one side was a bit weaker because of their weapons, the two 

sides were still equal. 

 



At this moment, the Hell King’s ship suddenly appeared beside the Lion King’s carriage. The Lion King’s 

domain weapon was also a carriage known as Lion Chariot. It had the appearance of a lion with the tail 

being the handle. 

 

The Leo Divines didn’t expect the Hell King’s ship to appear. Just after going out, the Hell King’s ship 

immediately fired its cannons towards the Lion Chariot. The chariot didn’t even have time to block. It 

was immediately vaporized along with the Lion King that was inside. 

 

The current strength of the Hell King’s ship’s cannons were already far from the original. No domain 

weapon would be able to block its attacks. And since the Lion King wasn’t prepared, he didn’t have any 

chance of defending against Zhao Hai. 

 

Despite eliminating the Lion Chariot, Zhao Hai didn’t stop. He immediately released a large number of 

undead and attacked the Lion King’s personal guards. Zhao Hai didn’t release 10 or 2 million undead, he 

released 5 million. 5 million undead against 100 thousand guards, with the latter being surrounded at all 

sides. In this case, the guards had no hope of escaping. In less than an hour, the battle was over. Nobody 

from the side of the Leo Divines survived, even War Lion fell. 

 

After the fight ended, Zhao Hai immediately began to take all of the Domain Weapons and handed them 

over to Qing Feng and Mingyue’s group. Zhao Hai intends to have their group be the second Devil 

Legion. 

 

The reason for Zhao Hai’s confidence was his discovery about Qing Feng and Mingyue’s group. Their 

increase in strength was much more than the other undead. 

 

Although undead were strong beings, their weakness lies in increasing their power. Compared to 

ordinary people, their cultivation speed was much worse. 

 

However, Qing Feng and Mingyue’s group were different. It’s possibly because of the formation in Lion 

Rock, preserving their blood and flesh, unifying it with their skeletons. Because of this development, 

they weren’t able to turn into zombies like the other undead. But this also caused them to be stronger 

and be more talented when it came to cultivation. They were the strongest undead units that Zhao Hai 

had in hand. 

 



Upon this discovery, Zhao Hai immediately paid special attention to them. He even tried to equip them 

with combat suits to see if they were compatible with it. 

 

However, this experiment ended up disappointing Zhao Hai. Even if these undead were stronger and 

more talented than the others, they still weren’t able to utilize the abilities of the combat suits. 

 

Zhao Hai would still need to find a suitable weapon for the undead. If Zhao Hai can find something good 

to equip them with, then the power of his undead would improve by at least a few layers. 

 

The undead were different compared to other people when it comes to weapons. Other people would 

need to train and would be affected by whatever they experience in the battlefield, weakening their 

overall strength. On the other hand, as long as an undead’s summoner was good, then their abilities 

wouldn’t fall short against a competent army. 

 

After taking care of Qing Feng and Mingyue’s group, Zhao Hai returned to Thirsty Lion City. He wanted 

to see how the Leo Divines would act upon knowing that their King was killed. 

 

It didn’t take long before Zhao Hai saw the reaction. It was chaos. Originally, the Leo Divines were still 

able to suppress the chaos because of the presence of their King. But now it was different, the Lion King 

was dead. The final dam was gone, drowning the continent in chaos. 

 

Zhao Hai also found out that the chaos here was different compared to the Central Continent. In the 

Central Continent, the chaos was due to overwhelming emotion. In the Leo Continent, however, it 

seems like there were some social issues that had accumulated to a certain degree. It was through Zhao 

Hai’s action that the issue began to burst out. 

 

Zhao Hai can only shake his head regarding this situation. He had already achieved his goal in the Leo 

Continent. At this time, the only thing left to do was to wait for the Leo Supreme Elder to appear. If the 

Leo Supreme Elder came back without the other Supreme Elders, then Zhao Hai would use the 

opportunity to deal with him. 

 

At this time, Laura and the others came out of their room. They practiced longer than Zhao Hai, but had 

gained less from the method. Moreover, the refinement of their energy wasn’t as good as Zhao Hai. 

 



Zhao Hai turned and observed them. Their temperament had subtly changed. They were currently 

wearing home clothing from the science and technology background. The clothes look like sportswear, 

and it was colored with bright tones. 

 

Wearing these clothes would make one feel lively. And when Laura and the others wore it, it makes one 

feel a noble gentleness, an elegant atmosphere. 

 

After seeing the group, Zhao Hai’s eyes couldn’t help but light up. Their change made them even more 

beautiful. And with the education they learned since childhood, they look even more eye-catching. If 

they were stars in the sky before, they had now become moons. 

 

Upon seeing his wives like this, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but heat up. Laura and the others had some 

understanding of Zhao Hai. Upon seeing his expression, they immediately understood. All of their faces 

couldn’t help but turn red. 

 

Laura turned to look at Lizzy and the others, they also looked at each other before seeing the teasing 

smiles on their eyes. Then they turned to look at Zhao Hai and slowly went forward. 

 

Before long, Laura and the others arrived by Zhao Hai’s side. Then suddenly Laura said, “Sisters, hold 

him!” Then the women grabbed Zhao Hai, lifting him up. 

 

Zhao Hai struggled and said, “What, what are you doing? Let me go. Help!” Laura sneered and said, 

“Save your voice, calling until you have a broken throat wouldn’t even help…” But Zhao Hai continued to 

yell, “Broken throat, broken throat, you there? Help me quick!” 

 

When they heard Zhao Hai, Laura and the others chuckled and then pinched him in the waist. However, 

they didn’t let go of him and just brought him to the hot spring. After that, boundless spring arrived… 

 

The Leo Supreme Elder, Sinlea, was currently standing on the ruins of Connecting Heaven Palace. The 

entire mountain had been completely crushed, not even a single tile went undamaged. Although Sinlea 

wasn’t from the Central Continent, his heart still felt heavy upon witnessing this. 

 

Even without the Seven Star Heaven Lock, the defenses of Connecting Heaven Palace was still very 

formidable. Otherwise, it wouldn’t have become a sacred land. However, Zhao Hai was actually able to 



demolish it within an extremely short period of time. Add this to Zhao Hai surviving five Supreme Elders, 

destroying the Taurus Continent base, and completely eradicating the Taurus Divines, all of these only 

expressed how formidable Zhao Hai was. 

 

Zhao Hai was so powerful that he was actually a great threat to the Divine Race. At this point, his enmity 

with the Divines was irresolvable. The stronger he was, the more trouble the Divines would be in. And 

now, they still had no way of finding out where Zhao Hai was. It can be said that they were completely 

beaten by Zhao Hai. Moreover, Zhao Hai can attack them at any place and at any time. This made the 

Supreme Elders very unhappy. 

 

Most importantly, Sinlea and the others were worried since they didn’t know what Zhao Hai’s next 

target would be. It’s probable that when they arrived at the Central Continent, Zhao Hai was already 

elsewhere. They were always slower than Zhao Hai. 

 

After thinking about this, Sinlea’s heart couldn’t help but turn heavy. He looked at Elder Star who wasn’t 

that far away. Elder Star had gone senile, he had become skinny to the point of skin and bones. He looks 

like he would fall over at any moment. His state was made worse by the fact that his whole family has 

been killed. 

 

Upon seeing this situation, Sinlea couldn’t help but sigh. In the past, Elder Star was a high-spirited and 

vigorous man. Since he was the Central Continent’s Supreme Elder, he held the highest status among 

the Supreme Elders. Because of this, his appearance seemed always amicable, but still held some 

arrogance within. 

 

But now, that person had turned into this appearance. Everybody who saw this change couldn’t stop 

themselves from sighing. 

 

At this time, Elder Star suddenly said, “Do any of you have any ideas on how to deal with Zhao Hai?” 

Sinlea and the others frowned. They didn’t have any good idea. Because of this, Elder Star’s question 

made them feel embarrassed. 

 

Perhaps because he didn’t hear a reply, Elder Star spoke after some time. He sighed and said, “Is this the 

end of the divine race?” 

 



At this time, Gold Ben spoke, “I have a way to deal with Zhao Hai. But the sacrifices needed for this 

method would be very huge.” 

Chapter 924 - Can’t Decide 

Everybody turned to look at Gold Ben. They were aware that Gold Ben was the earliest one who had 

fought with Zhao Hai. Moreover, Gold Ben had lost the entire Taurus Clan to Zhao Hai. Because of this, 

Gold Ben had the lowest status. Now that he decided to talk, the group couldn’t help but be curious. 

 

Elder Star looked at Gold Ben. This caused Gold Ben to unconsciously turn his eyes away. It wasn’t that 

he felt guilty, but it was because he didn’t want to see the face of Elder Star. 

 

Elder Star was now too thin, his body looked like a skeleton covered by a layer of skin. It gave people a 

very terrible feeling. Additionally, he had an ominous look in his eyes. He was like a skeleton, but was 

actually a person. This caused Gold Ben to be uncomfortable, making him look away unconsciously. 

 

Elder Star didn’t care about this, he still looked straight into Gold ben and said, “Elder Gold Ben, if you 

have anything to say, please say it.” 

 

Gold Ben nodded and said, “At this moment, Zhao Hai has the ability to cause trouble wherever he 

wants in the Divine Realm. Our previous plan is obviously not working. Instead of being slowly killed by 

Zhao Hai, we might as well think of another way. As long as we’re willing to make some sacrifices, then 

Zhao Hai will definitely come to us.” 

 

Elder Star looked at Gold Ben and said, “What is your plan?” Gold Ben replied, “We can begin now. We’ll 

directly fly towards the Taurus Continent, all the way with no stopping. No matter which continent gets 

ruined, we still go on. When we arrive at the Taurus Continent, we will immediately deal with the 

Thunder Clan, Barbarians, and the Winged Pegasus. No matter what happens, we attack the three clans. 

Zhao Hai will certainly come over and help them.” 

 

As soon as Elder Star and the others heard this, they immediately gawked. This idea was similar to Elder 

Star’s, but with a different target. Moreover, they would give priority to the task and just sacrifice the 

other Divines. Attacking the Thunder Clan and the others means that the Divine Race territory would be 

left with no defenses. When the time comes, who knows how much damage Zhao Hai would cause. 

 

The group hesitated somewhat. Elder Star looked at Gold Ben and said, “How sure are you with this 

plan?” Gold Ben said, “I’m certain that it will work. Although the Taurus Continent has been annihilated 



by Zhao Hai, this didn’t come out without the assistance of the Thunder Clan and the others. Their 

alliance gave Zhao Hai the means to deal with us. But at the same time, since Zhao Hai wanted to save 

some face for the three clans, the battle also caused the three clans no small amount of loss. Because of 

this, the three clans are now in their planes, healing. Zhao Hai’s relationship with the three clans is 

surely more than simple. Without the three clans, the Taurus Divines wouldn’t have fallen this quickly.” 

 

Elder Star and the others nodded. They knew that what Gold Ben said was right. Although Gold Ben’s 

Taurus Continent wasn’t the strongest, they also weren’t the weakest. Nobody would believe it if 

someone said that Zhao Hai’s side had no losses after dealing with them. 

 

After seeing the group agree to him, Gold Ben continued, “Because of this, we will go and attack the 

three clans. We wouldn’t care if Zhao Hai attacks the Divine Territory. If we don’t go back, then the ball 

would be in Zhao Hai’s hands. If he didn’t help the three clans, then his relationship with the vassal races 

would have problems. If that happens, then the vassal races would not cooperate with Zhao Hai 

wholeheartedly. This way, we can deal with the vassal and the foreign races one by one. Zhao Hai will 

surely come to help the three clans. And when that time comes, we can have a decisive fight against 

him. We wouldn’t have to find him, he would be the one who needs to come to us.” 

 

Upon hearing this, Elder Star and the others couldn’t help but nod. Truthfully, the Divines didn’t have 

any means to hold Zhao Hai down, his escaping skill was just too good. Although they would suffer some 

losses on several continents, Gold Ben’s method was their only choice. If they don’t do this, then Zhao 

Hai would grind them down until nothing was left. 

 

Elder Star looked at the other Supreme Elders and said, “I agree with Gold Ben’s suggestion. Does 

anyone have other ideas? From what I can see, the Central Continent is already finished, it would be 

impossible for the continent to recover even in a hundred years. If we don’t deal with Zhao Hai, then 

your continents will become the same as the Central Continent. When the time comes, the foreign races 

will also make their move, causing us even more losses. I ask everyone to think this matter carefully 

through.” 

 

Sinlea and the others silently ruminated about the idea. To be honest, they already knew that this was 

the best plan to deal with Zhao Hai. But this loss was something that they didn’t want to see. 

 

Suddenly, a person came running in. This person was from Central City’s garrison troops. Although the 

city was seriously damaged, there were still some people who stayed sober all this time. Because of 

these people, Elder Star made a refugee camp inside the ruined city. Officers have also been assigned to 

some of these people in order to maintain public security. 



 

This person’s expression was quite ugly as he kneeled in front of Elder Star and the others, “Reporting to 

the Supreme Elders. We’ve just received a report. Zhao Hai attacked the Leo Continent and destroyed 

Lion Rock. The Leo Divine ancestors have also been turned into undead. The Lion King and Sir War Lion 

has been killed. The Leo Clan is inviting the Leo Supreme Elder to return in order to stabilize the 

situation.” 

 

This report made Sinlea and the others turn blank. They knew what Lion Rock represented to the Leo 

Divines. But now, Zhao Hai actually destroyed it and even turned their ancestors into undead. Most 

importantly, the Lion King and War Lion were killed. The entire Leo Continent have been plunged into 

chaos. 

 

Sinlea’s face was pale as he looked at the person and said, “This report, is this accurate?” 

 

The person immediately replied, “This report has been sent by the Fishman Race. They said that the Leo 

Continent is now a mess. They ask the Elder to return and stabilize the situation.” 

 

With clenched teeth, Sinlea growled, “That brat, he went too far!” Then he turned to Elder Star and Gold 

Ben, “I agree with Elder Gold Ben’s plan. After stabilizing the Leo Continent, we should head to the 

Taurus Continent and deal with the three clans!” 

 

After Sinlea said this, the other Supreme Elders looked at each other before agreeing as well. From what 

happened to the Central Continent and the Leo Continent, they could see how heartless Zhao Hai could 

be. If they don’t go with the plan, then they would be killed by Zhao Hai sooner or later. Instead of being 

killed, they might as well fight! 

 

When Elder Star saw the other Elders agree, he immediately said, “Good, we still have time. We will 

immediately leave for the Leo Continent. But before we do that, we should look for the Seven Star 

Heaven Lock disk. With our strengths and the Seven Star Heaven Lock, we should be able to kill Zhao Hai 

on the spot.” 

 

The group nodded before they looked through the ruins. Elder Star held the Seven Star Heaven Lock 

formation for the longest time, so he had the most understanding about it. Because of this, after looking 

at the ruins, he gave a rough location of the disk. After digging for a few times, they finally recovered the 

formation disk. 



 

After digging the formation disk out, the group immediately set off for the Leo Continent. Just as 

planned, they would take care of the matter with the Leo Continent before heading to the Taurus 

Continent. But before going to the Taurus Continent, they took a short trip in order to recover all of the 

other Seven Star Heaven Lock disks. 

 

…… 

 

Zhao Hai was currently sat in his room. He looked at Laura and the others and couldn’t help but sigh. He 

thought about how charming they were back in the hot spring, but now they had this gentle and noble 

look. Zhao Hai couldn’t help but lament how fickle women were. 

 

However, after thinking about the hot springs, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but look at it fondly. Although 

Zhao Hai had been squeezed in by several people, he still believed that not many men were able to 

experience that. 

 

Laura and the others were also able to notice Zhao Hai’s gaze. The group couldn’t help but go red in 

embarrassment. To be honest, they had been impulsive that day. If they were to think about it again, 

they definitely wouldn’t do it. 

 

Zhao Hai looked at the group and smiled. He didn’t say anything about his thoughts as he turned to 

Laura and said, “Laura, do you think that the Leo Supreme Elder would come back alone? If he does, 

then we would be able to deal with him.” 

 

Laura shook her head and said, “I think the other Elders would follow him. Moreover, they will certainly 

make adjustments and find ways to solve their current situation. They can’t go on like this. Otherwise, 

they would be killed by us sooner or later.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, then he looked at the others and said, “What do you think they will do?” 

 

The group frowned, but after some time Lizzy said, “I think they will head to the Taurus Continent and 

deal with the three clans.” 

 



Zhao Hai became stunned for a moment, then he frowned and said, “Is that so? But if they deal with the 

Thunder Clan and the others, aren’t they afraid of me attacking the other continents?” Lizzy shook her 

head and said, “If I were them, I wouldn’t care about the other continents anymore. I will focus on 

dealing with the three clans so that you would have to go back and help them. When that time comes, 

they would get what they want, a direct fight with you.” 

 

Zhao Hai frowned. He felt that Lizzy was correct. Now he wanted to think about ways in order to deal 

with the enemy. 

 

Lizzy looked at Zhao Hai and knew what he was thinking about, so she said, “Big Brother Hai, it seems 

like we won’t be able to think of a way to escape from this. In any case, we need to save the three clans, 

otherwise our relationship with the vassal races and the foreign races would be affected.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, “I’m aware of this, but I’m still unwilling. If we do go against them, then I’m afraid the 

fight wouldn’t be short. After all, I still can’t go at full force. It seems like we have no way to deal with 

the other Divine Race continents.” 

 

Lizzy smiled faintly and said, “Brother Hai, how could you forget about our allies? We managed to drag 

the nine Supreme Elders to the Taurus Continent. This will allow the foreign races to make a move. The 

Divines wouldn’t be able to do much when their Supreme Elders aren’t present. The Foreign Races could 

also send their own Supreme Elders to clean each continent as well as help the vassal races.” 

 

When he heard Lizzy, Zhao Hai stared for a moment before he patted his head and said, “Right, right. 

That’s good. We can bind the Supreme Elders in the Taurus Continent while the foreign races go and 

deal with the Divines. Without the Supreme Elders, the Divines would find it hard to defend.” 

 

Laura looked at the two and smiled, “Brother Hai, don’t celebrate too early. We still don’t know if the 

Supreme Elders did intend to do this. If they don’t, then wouldn’t our plan be wasted?” Zhao Hai 

thought about Elder Star and then shook his head, “No, I think the Divines will certainly do what Lizzy 

said. They had been pushed to a dead end. It’s just a pity that as the matter stands, we won’t have a way 

bring the Thunder Clan and the others to the Space.” 

 

At this time, Megan smiled faintly and said, “Elder Brother Hai, I don’t think so. This depends on what 

Brother Hai wants to do. If you can bear with it, we can still push the three clans into the Space.” 

 



Zhao Hai looked at Megan and said, “What do you mean?” 

 

Megan smiled and said, “Didn’t Lizzy just say it? The Supreme Elders are going to deal with the three 

clans in order to lure us in. In return, they will ignore whatever happens to the Divine Race territory. So 

why can’t we pretend to be blind for a moment? While the Supreme Elders are in the Taurus Continent, 

we shall linger in the Divine Race Continents for some time. Only when the Supreme Elders discover that 

we are only pretending should we go and confront them. The nine Elders should be furious right now, so 

they would certainly cause quite some losses to the three clans. When that time comes, we can ask the 

three clans to move to the Space. But when they are inside the Space, we will tell them that the O’Neal 

family had attacked again as well as the growing threat of the underworld. We can use that opportunity 

to have them settle inside the Space. That wouldn’t be difficult to do right?” 

Chapter 925 – Another Angle 

Zhao Hai carefully listened to Megan’s words. Although her method was quite black-hearted, Zhao Hai 

could see how it would work. 

 

If Zhao Hai did what Megan said, then the three clans would suffer losses again. And along with the 

pressure brought by the O’Neal family, it’s very likely that they would agree if Zhao Hai asked them to 

move to the Space. 

 

Additionally, there wouldn’t be any flaws in this plan. After all, he was helping the foreign races to break 

through. This way, nobody would have any suspicions. 

 

However, this plan would cause huge losses to the Thunder Clan and the others. One must know that 

Zhao Hai had turned the Supreme Elders mad. They will certainly be impolite to Zhao Hai’s allies. When 

the time comes, a lot of people from the three clans would die, there was no doubt about this. 

 

Just as Megan said, this can only be done if Zhao Hai can endure. Zhao Hai wasn’t a black-hearted 

person. Although he had goals he needed to be done, he did so in a reasonable manner. But this time, 

the three clans will encounter a calamity because of him. Megan and the others were clear about this, 

and Zhao Hai as well. Because of this, Megan only brought this idea up. 

 

Laura understood Megan’s point, because of this, everybody looked at Zhao Hai in order to reach a 

decision. 

 



Zhao Hai frowned as he sat. He can understand Megan’s plan. Naturally, he also knew the 

consequences. Because of this, he couldn’t help but hesitate. 

 

Zhao Hai wanted to get the three clans to move to the Space. But if he achieved it through Megan’s 

method, the losses of the three clans would be great. They were even in danger of being destroyed. 

 

Zhao Hai was afraid of the three clans being exterminated. This outcome would be unfair to them. This 

troubled Zhao Hai’s heart. 

 

At this time, Meg suddenly said, “Young Master, I’d like to express my opinion. Young Master, I don’t 

know if you’ve already thought about this, but have you thought about what would happen to the three 

clans after we ascend?” 

 

When he heard Meg, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but gawk. He looked at Meg with a confused expression. 

Meg looked at Zhao Hai and said, “Young Master, don’t forget that even if we defeated the Divine Race, 

this plane is still under Lu Wei’s control. Lu Wei can definitely support another race to replace the 

Divines. No matter where we are, the Thunder Clan and the others still offended Lu Wei. When the time 

comes, what would happen to them? Could they block Lu Wei’s attack?” 

 

Megan and the others were also stunned. To be honest, they never examined this matter in this angle. 

They always thought that if they defeated the Divine Race before they ascend, then Lu Wei would just 

let their allies go. Zhao Hai and the others thought that it was them who would be unlucky. 

 

After staring at Meg for some time, Zhao Hai suddenly laughed and said, “Meg, I haven’t thought about 

that but you actually noticed it. Right, if we ascend one day, then the Thunder Clan and the others 

would be the most unfortunate. They would be eliminated by Lu Wei. People as petty as Lu Wei would 

certainly do it. We might as well do our best to relocate the three clans to the Space.” 

 

Megan turned to Zhao Hai and said, “Then we should go with the plan. We’ll monitor the Supreme 

Elders first. If they go and deal with the three clans, then we’ll rampage throughout the Divine Race 

territory. If the Supreme Elders don’t retreat, then that’s when we provide support. I believe the three 

clans would come to the Space. Besides this, we should also send a letter to the foreign races. While we 

support the three clans, the foreign races would deal with the Divine Race.” 

 



Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Alright, then we’ll do that. We wait for the Supreme Elders first. Don’t tell 

Bingya and the others about this yet. Only reveal the matter when we head back to the Taurus 

Continent.” 

 

Laura understood what Zhao Hai wanted to do. If they told this matter to Bingya and the others 

prematurely, then Bingya and the others would know about Zhao Hai’s plan for the three clans. When 

the time comes, their relationship with the foreign races would surely be affected. 

 

Zhao Hai wasn’t a person who easily backs out of plans. Upon reaching a decision, he will immediately 

do his best to accomplish it. Now that everything has been planned out, Zhao Hai stopped worrying. He 

just quietly waited for the Supreme Elders to arrive in the Leo Continent. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t go too far and was just right by Lion Rock. he believed that if the Leo Supreme Elder 

were to return to the Leo Continent, then he would certainly come and inspect Lion Rock. If he was 

alone at that time, then Zhao Hai would be impolite. 

 

Zhao Hai and the others were already used to staying inside their rooms. But this time, Laura and the 

others were inside the Space. They wanted to give the cultivation method over to Green and the others. 

 

Sinlea didn’t let Zhao Hai wait too long. Soon, his figure was seen in Lion Rock. However, he wasn’t 

alone, the other Supreme Elders were with him. 

 

After seeing this, Zhao Hai knew that he wouldn’t be able to make an attack. Because of this, he just 

looked at Sinlea’s pale expression as he looked at Lion Rock. Lion Rock was his clan’s imperial tomb, not 

only was it destroyed, the Leo Divines weren’t even able to protect the skeletons of their ancestors. 

 

Sinlea slowly fell to the ground and walked over to where Lion Rock was. Then he slammed his head to 

the ground multiple times before he straightened up and loudly declared, “Ancestors! This unfilial Sinlea 

swears to completely destroy Zhao Hai and offer his soul to you.” 

 

The other Supreme Elders didn’t kneel down. They just looked at Sinlea as he handled his matters with 

Lion Rock. To Sinlea, this attack was quite huge. 

 



After doing his respects, Sinlea stood up and turned to the other Supreme Elders, “Everyone, we’ll 

stabilize the Leo Continent first. Then we’ll carry out our plan.” The group nodded before flying away 

with Sinlea. 

 

The Supreme Elders flew towards the center of the continent. Although Zhao Hai didn’t follow them, he 

still managed to guess what Sinlea and the others planned to do. They wanted to stabilize the Leo 

Continent first. As for their other plan, Zhao Hai still didn’t know. However, Zhao Hai wanted to use the 

following days to map the Leo Continent’s coastline as he waited for Sinlea and the others to leave. Only 

then would Zhao Hai know what the Divines were planning. 

 

After thinking about this, Zhao Hai immediately had Bubble lead him to map the Leo Continent’s 

coastline, allowing the Space to monitor the continent’s border. 

 

Sinlea held a high position in the Leo Continent. So when he came back, the situation with the continent 

stabilized very quickly. Moreover, since the Leo Imperials weren’t completely exterminated, Sinlea was 

able to appoint a new Lion King. With that, the Leo Continent quickly went under control. 

 

Five days after Sinlea and the others returned to the Leo Continent, their traces were found in the 

southeastern coastline of the continent. Only the nine elders were travelling as they went out of the 

continent and headed towards the southeast direction. 

 

Zhao Hai immediately had Bubble go up. At this time, Laura and the others came out of the Space. They 

entered the Space not only to teach Green and the others about the cultivation method, they also 

selected some talented Goblins to be sent to Karen’s laboratory in Wild Dragon Island. 

 

At this moment, Karen’s laboratory had Beastmen, Dwarves, Goblins, Elves, Humans, and even some 

Demons selected by the Great Demon King. At the same time, there were also Fishmen sent by the 

Mermaid Queen. It can be said that aside from the Divines, Karen’s laboratory had every race present 

inside Zhao Hai’s Space. 

 

Naturally, in addition to the Goblins, there were also other races who decided to settle in the island. The 

laboratory had long been built, it only needed people to occupy it. 

 

Laura and the others proceeded to sit down and look at the screen. The monitor showed Elder Star and 

the others flying in the sky. Meanwhile, Zhao Hai was following behind them, matching their speed. 



 

Zhao Hai also saw that Elder Star and the others didn’t immediately go to the Taurus Continent. This 

made Zhao Hai somewhat puzzled. Don’t they want to deal with the three clans? Was Megan’s guess 

wrong? 

 

However, in order to determine what the Supreme Elders were doing, Zhao Hai decided to continue 

following behind them. When they entered a continent, Zhao Hai proceeded to map its coastline. 

Attacking the continent at this time would be risky even for Zhao Hai. He only wanted to see what the 

Supreme Elders were planning to do. 

 

Fortunately, Sinlea and the others didn’t let Zhao Hai down. After inquiring the situation with of the 

continent, he realized that this was the continent of the Supreme Elder that he just killed, the Scorpio 

Continent. 

 

After the Scorpio Continent, Sinlea and the others went to continent after continent. This almost turned 

Zhao Hai dizzy. In the end, Zhao Hai discovered that after circling through the nine Divine Race 

continents, the Supreme Elders finally proceeded to head towards the Taurus Continent. 

 

Although Zhao Hai didn’t know why Sinlea and the others went in a roundabout way, he can affirm that 

the Supreme Elders were planning to deal with the Thunder Clan and the others. 

 

After thinking about this, Zhao Hai immediately took his messenger fish out. This messenger fish was 

used to converse with Fei’er. 

Chapter 926 – Fei’er’s Worry 

Fei’er was currently at the defensive line. He didn’t know about what happened outside nor was he 

aware of the O’Neal family’s movements. 

 

On the other hand, the defensive line was very good. The undead were skilled at using the magic 

cannons. Although the O’Neal family had sent several attacks, none of them yielded any results. 

 

But even then, Fei’er didn’t dare to underestimate the O’Neal family. They were yet to send a 

substantial amount of troops, all recent attacks were scouting runs. 

 



Moreover, the scouts that were sent forth were very difficult to deal with. Besides the time where Zhao 

Hai was present, no magic armors have fallen. 

 

They used to send out some cavalry to deal with the scouts, but the scouts have already made some 

plans to deal with them. Because of this, carrying an attack on the scouting parties had become useless. 

 

Fei’er was currently having headaches about the defensive line. He wasn’t a fool. They were already 

having difficulties with the O’Neal family’s scouting runs. If they decided to attack aggressively, would 

the defensive line be able to hold on? This caused Fei’er to worry. 

 

At this time, his messenger fish suddenly voiced out, “Fei’er, Fei’er, are you there? It’s Zhao Hai.” 

 

Fei’er stared, then he immediately took his messenger fish and said, “Mister, it’s me. What’s the 

matter?” 

 

Zhao Hai’s voice replied, “Fei’er, I have something important to tell you. I went out last time because the 

Divines are going to deal with the foreign races. In order to solve the problem, I went to the Central 

Continent and destroyed their Connecting Heaven Palace. I also went to the Leo Continent to ruin their 

Lion Rock. The Divines have already retreated while the Central and Leo Continents are in chaos. 

However, this also caused the Divines to hate me.” 

 

After hearing Zhao Hai, Fei’er gawked. He had followed Thunder Yun in the past, so he had some 

understanding about the Divine Race. Connecting Heaven Palace and Lion Rock were sacred sites. 

Because of this, Fei’er knew how important they were. 

 

Now that he heard Zhao Hai, Fei’er was able to vent his frustrations but he also became worried. His 

frustration came from the constant oppression the vassal races had received all these years. Their 

hatred towards the Divines had been inscribed into their blood and bones. Zhao Hai destroying the 

Connecting Heaven Palace as well as Lion Rock allowed Fei’er to vent. 

 

However, Fei’er was also worried precisely because he knew how important those two places were. 

Destroying those two places might allow him to vent, but this will also turn the Divines mad. Fei’er was 

worried about Zhao Hai, so he quickly said, “Mister, are you alright? Those two places are too important 

to the Divine Race. After losing those, the Divines would surely go for Mister. You should be careful from 

now on.” 



 

When Zhao Hai heard Fei’er say this, his heart couldn’t help but warm. He actually thought about giving 

up on his plan. However, he steeled his heart as he said, “Fei’er, there’s no need to worry about me. I’m 

fine. It wouldn’t be easy for the Divines to deal with me. However, I’m afraid that the Supreme Elders 

would go and deal with your three clans in the Taurus Continent.” 

 

Fei’er’s expression quickly changed, “Mister, are you sure?” 

 

Zhao Hai replied, “Almost certain. At this point, the Supreme Elders are heading towards the Taurus 

Continent. I think they want to deal with you instead in order to lure me in.” 

 

Fei’er was startled at this news, “Mister, what can we do? The Supreme Elders are very strong. If they 

use their ultimate weapons, then we would have no chance to resist.” 

 

Zhao Hai’s voice turned serious, “I know this. However, I can’t fight them now. I’ll go and attack the 

other continents . I just hope that they’ll retreat once more.” 

 

Fei’er thought for a moment and said, “Mister, what if the Supreme Elders don’t go back? If they decide 

to seriously attack us, then what do we do then?” 

 

Zhao Hai turned silent for some time before he said, “Fei’er, I’ll present these facts to you. The people 

from the Ark Continent and the Demon Realm have been sent to another place by me. That place 

belongs entirely to me, everyone there needs to listen to my commands. I haven’t said this to you 

before because I’m afraid that you would misunderstand. However, the current situation is critical, I 

couldn’t afford to withhold this information from you. I hope that you can go to that place to seek 

safety.” 

 

Fei’er was silent. He completely understood the elders of his clan. These people were very hard to move 

and wouldn’t want to be under someone’s control. This was the precise reason why they decided to go 

against the Divine Race. The elders would certainly disagree being under Zhao Hai’s command. 

 

Zhao Hai was aware of Fei’er’s difficulty, so he said, “Fei’er, in a moment I’ll have an undead deliver 

three command tokens to you. You can bring those tokens to your clans. The command tokens are able 

to open spatial rifts so that your people can enter the place. If your people agreed, then you can send 

them in. If they don’t agree, then it’s fine. If the Supreme Elders are really intent to eliminating the three 



clans, then I will immediately return to the Taurus Continent. However, I’m afraid that you cannot 

withstand the Supreme Elders. I won’t say anything more, time is tight. Wait for the undead to send you 

the tokens before returning to your clans.” After he said that, Zhao Hai no longer made a sound. 

 

Fei’er can hear the indignation from Zhao Hai’s words. But Fei’er knew that Zhao Hai was right. In the 

past, he thought that it was strange for Zhao Hai to not worry about the people from the Ark Continent. 

As it turns out, the people of the Ark Continent have already moved. 

 

Afterwards, the Demons actually dealt with the Divines along with Zhao Hai. This made Fei’er confused. 

Why would the Demons listen to Zhao Hai? But now he knew, the Demons have already submitted to 

Zhao Hai. 

 

If the Demons and the people from the Ark Continent surrendered to Zhao Hai, then why can’t they do 

the same? During the war, the Ark Continent and the Demons hardly lost any people. Meanwhile, the 

three clans suffered a lot. 

 

Even if they had the right of equal dialogue with Zhao Hai at this time, was it worth sacrificing that many 

people? If they made the same decision with the Ark Continent and the Demon Realm, then wouldn’t 

they have lost less? 

 

Looking at the Demons, Zhao Hai didn’t treat them the way the Divines treated their vassals. Zhao Hai 

was always respectful to the Great Demon King. Even if he made an order, he still had a polite tone. This 

was also the reason why Fei’er wanted the Thunder Clan to submit to Zhao Hai. 

 

Now, Zhao Hai had overturned the skies of the Divine Race. Being the first allies of Zhao Hai, the three 

clans would definitely be targeted by the Divines. 

 

The nine Supreme Elders of the Divine Race were stronger than a Divine Race army. Under such 

circumstance, how could the three clans resist? The Divines surely wouldn’t be merciful to them. They 

were the main influence of the vassal race rebellion, the Divines would surely eliminate them. 

 

In the past, Zhao Hai knew that they didn’t want to surrender to him, so he gave them the right to have 

equal dialogue. But now, the situation was related to the life and death of the three clans, so Zhao Hai 

could only present this proposition. Fei’er believed that Zhao Hai would surely save them and have a 

decisive battle with the Supreme Elders. If the time comes and Zhao Hai was defeated or killed, then the 



three clans would meet the retaliation of the entire Divine Race. When that time comes, they definitely 

wouldn’t be able to resist. 

 

Fei’er knew that the best way to solve this situation was to go to the place that Zhao Hai presented. But 

will the Elders agree? 

 

Fei’er can understand Zhao Hai’s indignation. Zhao Hai had looked after the three clans for a long time 

yet the three clans were still guarded against him. Think about, if you give unconditional help to a 

person and they still feel threatened against you, then wouldn’t you be angry? 

 

Besides these things, Fei’er was also worried about the O’Neal family. If Zhao Hai was defeated, putting 

the Divine Race aside, what would happen to the O’Neal family? If Zhao Hai and the Divines manage to 

injure themselves heavily, then who would be able to fight against the magic armors? 

 

One must know that the ones who managed to hold the O’Neal family off were the undead. These 

undead were from Zhao Hai. If Zhao Hai was defeated, then the undead would definitely vanish. When 

the time comes, with both the O’Neal family and the Divine Race attacking them, the three clans would 

surely be done for. 

 

After thinking about this, Fei’er couldn’t help but feel a cold sweat. At this time, an undead came to 

Fei’er’s side. The undead had three blood red command tokens on its hand. These command tokens had 

the Wild Dragon insignia on one side while a picture of a skeleton on the other. There were no 

characters on the token, only the marks and some decorations, it looked very refined. 

 

Fei’er didn’t have time to admire the tokens as he quickly took them from the undead and immediately 

went to see Ding and Shan. He knew that they would have similar thoughts as himself and wanted to 

discuss the matter. No matter what, their clans couldn’t afford another huge loss. Otherwise, the clans 

wouldn’t be able to recover even after a hundred years. Most importantly, the clans were in risk of 

extermination. This matter was of extreme importance. 

Chapter 927 – The Might of the Taurus! 

Zhao Hai calmly put away his messenger fish. However, his expression was quite ugly. Laura looked at 

Zhao Hai and comforted him, “Brother Hai, don’t think about it too much. At the worst, we could just 

abduct the three clans and go.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Rest assured, I’ll be fine.” 



 

Lizzy smiled faintly and said, “Brother Hai’s performance was very good. If we didn’t know, we would’ve 

believed that you were really angry.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Alright, let’s not think about that anymore. What we need to think 

about is how to deal with the Divines. Right now, the Divine Race territory is completely undefended. I 

think the reason Elder Star and the others went to the continents was to take the other Seven Star 

Heaven Lock disks. It seems like the disks have been divided among the other continents in order to deal 

with us. Now that the Supreme Elders decided to deal with me in the Taurus Continent, they decided to 

take the disks with them.” 

 

Laura nodded and said, “So what does Brother Hai plan to do?” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “We’ll begin with the Central Continent. At this point, the Central 

Continent had just been pacified. There’s close to no defenders left there, the ones that survived are the 

children and the elderly. We can turn the Central Continent into another Taurus Continent.” 

 

Lizzy nodded and said, “That’s good. But Brother Hai, there are also vassal races in the Central 

Continent. Do you want to contact them?” 

 

Zhao Hai shook his head and said, “Forget it. Those vassal races will be handed over to the foreign races 

to manage. We can’t just approach them at this time, they still don’t trust us.” 

 

Lizzy agreed, “Alright, so do we start now?” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Yes, let’s begin right now.” After he said that, Zhao Hai commanded 

the Hell King’s ship to appear in Central City. 

 

Central City had just calmed down. But after they saw the Hell King’s ship, the people were immediately 

shocked before their expressions changed. A lot of people from Central City were familiar with the Hell 

King’s ship. This ship was the cause of their current nightmare. 

 

Zhao Hai wasn’t polite and immediately released large numbers of undead in order to capture the 

populace. Just like Zhao Hai said, the people of the Central Continent had lost their ability to resist. 



 

When the Central Divines saw the Hell King’s ship, they were reminded about the horrible things that 

happened in Central City. This caused them to collapse and completely lose their strength. 

 

Zhao Hai was successful in abducting the citizens. It took almost no effort to do so. After grabbing all the 

Divines, he proceeded to the next city. 

 

Zhao Hai’s operation in the Central Continent went easier compared to the Taurus Continent. This was 

because in the past, the Taurus Divines still had their city defenses as well as their central government. 

Meanwhile, the Central Continent almost lost all of their soldiers, this made it too easy for Zhao Hai to 

capture the citizens. 

 

The Central Continent was very big, it was much bigger than the Taurus Continent. However, Zhao Hai 

was very swift, it was as if he was catching sheep. Upon arriving at a city, he would quickly capture 

everyone. The process was very fast that it only took three days before he managed to wipe the entire 

Central Continent clean. 

 

Bingya and the others followed every procedure. Zhao Hai didn’t hide everything from them as well. He 

also told Bingya and the others that the nine Supreme Elders have already decided to attack the 

Thunder Clan and the others. At this time, Zhao Hai was attacking the Divines in order to compel the 

other Supreme Elders to head back. 

 

Bingya and the others didn’t object to Zhao Hai’s move. They thought that Zhao Hai was doing a very 

good job. Zhao Hai also used this method when the Divines were attacking the foreign races. Because of 

this, Bingya and the others didn’t even think that Zhao Hai would have plans for the three clans. 

 

After cleaning the Central Continent, Zhao Hai didn’t proceed towards the Leo Continent. Although the 

Leo Continent had also experienced chaos, they weren’t actually that easy to deal with. It can be said 

that the Leo Continent didn’t suffer any major damage. Their main forces were still left basically 

untouched. Additionally, the Leo Divines hated Zhao Hai to the bones due to what he had done with 

Lion Rock. If Zhao Hai attacked the Leo Continent, then the Leo Divines would surely go all out in 

resisting him. Because of this, Zhao Hai opted to leave the Leo Continent alone for now. Instead, Zhao 

Hai went on to attack the Scorpio Continent. 

 



The Scorpio Continent’s Supreme Elder was already dead and the Scorpio Divines were already aware of 

it. This had a huge effect on their morale. Although the Continent wasn’t chaotic, their motivation to 

battle was at an all-time low. 

 

Moreover, in order to deal with the Scorpio Continent, Zhao Hai had come up with a good idea. Zhao Hai 

had turned the Scorpio Continent’s Supreme Elder into an undead. He plans to used that Supreme Elder 

and his Ultimate Weapon to attack the Scorpio Continent. He would also send the Devil Legion. He 

believed that once the Scorpio Continent’s soldiers see their Supreme Elder using his ultimate weapon 

to attack them, their confidence would immediately be gone. This way, it would be very convenient for 

Zhao Hai to capture them. 

 

Zhao Hai followed Elder Star and the others when they went to the other continents. Because of this, 

Zhao Hai only used the Space to reach the Scorpio Continent. He didn’t waste any time being on the 

road. 

 

Elder Star and the others didn’t have the same ability. They can only hurry along, flying from continent 

to continent. Even if they were Supreme Elders, they still needed to use two days for travel. When Zhao 

Hai attacked the Scorpio Continent, only then did the Supreme Elders arrive at the Taurus Continent. 

 

In these several days, Fei’er and the others returned to their own clans. They sought an audience with 

their Patriarchs and relayed Zhao Hai’s words. Moreover, Fei’er and the others reached an agreement. 

They would urge their Patriarchs to have their people enter Zhao Hai’s Space. 

 

Fei’er knew that this matter wouldn’t be easy. However, he didn’t think about how difficult it would be. 

 

Upon returning to his clan, almost everyone opposed to Zhao Hai’s idea, they thought it was just Zhao 

Hai’s scheme. It was impossible for nine Supreme Elders to unite just to deal with them. No matter how 

Fei’er urged his people, they remained unmoved. 

 

Fei’er’s time with Zhao Hai was quite long. So Fei’er understood that Zhao Hai wasn’t the type to joke 

around with these matters. Because of this, Fei’er and the others completely believed Zhao Hai’s words. 

 

Fei’er still had quite a reputation in his clan. So even if he wasn’t permitted by the Patriarch and the 

Elders, he still talked to his family as well as those close to him and have them prepare for relocation. At 



the same time, Fei’er also called Zhao Hai on his messenger fish, asking for permission to use the 

command token. 

 

Zhao Hai knew the situation with the three clans, this was how much Fei’er and the others trust him. 

Naturally, it was impossible for Zhao Hai to not give Fei’er any face. Because of this, after being 

contacted, he immediately opened a spatial rift. Those who were willing to move were immediately 

allowed passage. 

 

Since Fei’er was also well-known among the youth of his clan, some of them were willing to follow. 

There were also some women as well as some elderly people who moved. 

 

However, Fei’er wasn’t able to move that many people. This was because Zhao Hai just told them that 

the nine Supreme Elders would soon arrive. 

 

Fei’er immediately directed those who wanted to move to enter the Space. Fei’er never entered the 

Space before, so he was trusting Zhao Hai’s word. But when he arrived inside the Space, he couldn’t help 

but get stunned. The environment inside was very good. There were even some picturesque mountains 

and rivers inside. And as it turns out, Zhao Hai prepared this place for the three clans to settle in. 

 

This was an ordinary background that Zhao Hai bought before. Inside this background were a lot of 

houses as well as bread trees and bamboo rice. Because of this, the three clans wouldn’t have to worry 

about survival once they move in. Even if there were a lot of them and some weren’t able to stay inside 

the ready-built homes, there was still no problem. The Space’s environment was just too good, it far 

surpassed Fei’er’s imagination. Even if they were to lie down outside, the grass was soft and fragrant. It 

was actually more comfortable to lie down on the grass than to stay indoors. 

 

The actions of Fei’er and the others managed to anger the patriarchs and elders of their clans. This 

caused them to be more strict, forbidding people to relocate. In the end, they even sent an army to stop 

this. 

 

At this time, the total number of people who moved inside the Space was still less than 100 thousand, it 

was too small. Fei’er and the others had no way to fight against the Patriarch’s decision. In the end, they 

had to close the spatial rift, and Fei’er, Ding, and Shan were imprisoned. They weren’t even allowed to 

come in contact with the outside world. 

 



During all of this, Zhao Hai attacked the Scorpio Continent. Zhao Hai had the Scorpio Supreme Elder 

head the attack. Along with the Devil Legion’s help, they went to deal with the Scorpio Divines. 

 

Upon seeing their dead Supreme Elder as well as the Scorpio ultimate weapon, the Scorpio soldiers 

collapsed immediately. With only a thought, Zhao Hai took them into the Space. 

 

While Zhao Hai was absorbing the Divines into the Space, Elder Star and the others had set foot on the 

Taurus Continent. Gold Ben didn’t even hesitate as he led the group and headed towards the spatial rifts 

of the three clans. 

 

The Thunder Clan and the others weren’t vassals for a day or two. Because of this, Gold Ben was 

completely clear about their location. With no effort, Gold Ben found the spatial rifts. 

 

The spatial rifts of the three clans were close together. However, the first spatial rift that Gold Ben and 

the others came upon was the one that belonged to the Thunder Clan. 

 

Although the Thunder Clan’s Patriarch didn’t believe that the Supreme elders would attack them, he still 

had some precautions. He arranged a large army to the spatial rift and reinforced their defensive line. 

 

When Gold Ben arrived at the spatial rift, this was the scene that they witnessed. The nine Supreme 

Elders went into a formation before slowly pressing towards the Thunder Clan’s spatial rift 

 

The Thunder Clan’s garrison troops were also able to see Gold Ben and the others. Although the soldiers 

didn’t know who Gold Ben was, they could still see that the nine people were here with evil intentions. 

Someone from the defensive line loudly said, “To the people in front. You have entered the Thunder 

Clan’s defensive zone. Please retreat immediately or else we will identify you as an enemy and we will 

proceed to attack.” 

 

Upon seeing the Thunder Clan’s people, Gold Ben’s anger quickly flared up. He gave a menacing smile as 

he laughed and said, “You Thunder Clan slaves. You aren’t this unyielding in the past. Who gave you 

such courage? You actually dared to drive us away. I really don’t know whether you want to live or die.” 

 



When the garrison troops heard Gold Ben’s words, their expression changed. The name ‘Thunder Clan 

slaves’ rang too familiar. In the past, the Taurus Divines always called them by this name. Therefore, the 

troops quickly knew that Gold Ben wasn’t here to be friendly. 

 

At this moment, the garrison commander immediately said, “Prepare the javelins for attack! Don’t let 

them get close!” 

 

Upon seeing this situation, Gold Ben turned to the other Supreme Elders and said, “Everyone, these 

people are my Taurus Continent’s slaves. Although the Taurus Clan no longer exists, please leave the 

punishment to me!” 

 

Elder Star and the others nodded. They didn’t oppose Gold Ben’s method. With this defensive line, there 

was no need for any one of them to make a move. 

 

After seeing that the others agreed, Gold Ben turned to look back at the Thunder Clan. The Thunder 

Clan’s reinforced defensive line simply wasn’t a threat to him. Because of this, Gold Ben immediately 

equipped his Taurus Combat Suit and slowly headed forward. Then he pulled his fists towards his waist 

before launching a punch with his right arm and shouting, “Taurus Charge!” Upon launching his attack, a 

huge bull appeared in front of his fist and directly soared towards the defensive line. 

 

The golden bull rushed forward. It grew bigger and bigger as though it was absorbing the surrounding 

energy. When the golden bull appeared in front of the Thunder Clan army, it was already 20 meters 

high.The golden bull slammed towards the defensive line, causing a large explosion. The defensive line 

wall which was nearly ten meters tall was torn apart like paper. 

 

At this time, Gold Ben’s left fist punched out. The second golden bulls tore another part of the wall. 

Now, the Thunder Clan’s defensive line had a huge 60 meter-wide gap. 

 

Elder Star was standing right behind Gold Ben. He gave a nod and said, “Gold Ben’s two punches seem 

to be three times more powerful than before. His emotion really allowed his power to soar.” 

 

The other Supreme Elders couldn’t help but agree. They could also see that Gold Ben was fiercer that 

before. The reason he was like this was naturally the extermination of the Taurus Continent. In addition 

to his raw power, Gold Ben’s fists now carry his resentment towards his enemies. 

Chapter 928 – You Think The Divines Are Stupid? 



Two fists, it only took two fists before the Thunder Clans’ reinforced wall to collapse. Dozens of people 

were killed as well, a cruel death by being smashed to paste by a fist. 

 

Besides the destroyed wall, the construction around and behind it was razed completely. The support 

troops that were there, about a hundred soldiers, were also killed. 

 

The might of just two fists, nobody thought that this would happen! 

 

But although the two fists killed dozens of people, the garrison commander managed to survive. The 

commander quickly made some adjustments, removing all Thunder Clan troops from the wall. 

 

The Thunder Clan’s defensive line was made in stages. This meant that even if one wall collapses, not 

everything will be turned to waste. 

 

Naturally, Gold Ben can see the onion-like construction of the Thunder Clan’s walls. When he entered 

the broken walls, he was immediately met with a rain of javelins. 

 

Gold Ben didn’t dare to neglect these attacks. He knew that these javelins could explode and their 

strength might compare to blood lightning beads. 

 

Gold Ben always thought that it was strange. The Divines were the ones who used blood lightning beads 

first. However, Zhao Hai actually managed to learn how to make them. Additionally, Zhao Hai’s blood 

lightning beads were much better than the ones made by the Divines. 

 

Gold Ben waved his hand, forming a crouching bull that blocked the javelins. When the javelins 

exploded, Gold Ben moved his two arms to support his shield. 

 

It can be said that the Thunder Clan’s defensive line was made magnificently, and it was even layered. 

However, Gold Ben’s strength was terrifying. After exerting more attacks, Gold Ben managed to destroy 

the entire defensive line. Gold Ben received his ultimate weapon before flying towards the Thunder 

Clan’s plane. 

 



As Gold Ben attacked the Thunder Clan’s defensive line, the defenders also sent the news back to the 

Thunder Clan. In the past, Zhao Hai dealt with the Taurus Divines with the cooperation of the three 

clans. During that time, Zhao Hai provided them with messenger fishes. Naturally, Zhao Hai didn’t take 

them back, so the messenger fishes were still in their possession. 

 

Although the Thunder Clan’s people didn’t know any Supreme Elders, Gold Ben’s strength alone was a 

testament to his status. And with Zhao Hai’s earlier reminder, the Thunder Clan was able to affirm who 

Gold Ben and the others were. 

 

After confirming that it was Gold Ben, the Thunder Clan couldn’t help but get flustered. The strength of 

the Taurus Supreme Elder was known to be world-shaking. Now, he was here to attack them. How could 

the Thunder Clan resist? 

 

It was at this time that the Thunder Clan’s people discovered that they didn’t have the qualifications to 

be treated as Zhao Hai’s equal. Zhao Hai managed to defeat a Supreme Elder. Moreover, in order to deal 

with him, the nine Supreme Elders actually united. On the other hand, the whole Thunder Clan wasn’t 

even a match to one Supreme Elder. If Zhao Hai wanted to ruin the Thunder Clan, then that would be 

too easy to do. 

 

In this situation, the Patriarch had no choice but to release Fei’er. Upon hearing the present situation, 

Fei’er’s expression couldn’t help but turn difficult. 

 

Fei’er looked at the Patriarch and said, “Patriarch, we can only find a way to constrain the nine Supreme 

Elders. We need our people to enter Mister’s Space. I think we should select 100 thousand people to do 

the sacrifice ritual. Use the thunder net in order to block the nine Supreme Elders. We need time to 

transfer everyone towards the Space.” 

 

Upon hearing Fei’er’s words, the Patriarch’s face couldn’t help but change. The Thunder Clan really did 

have a sacrifice ritual. Almost every Thunder Clan member can use this method. This ritual would allow a 

person to undergo a massive increase in strength for ten days. However, after ten days, that person 

would turn to ash. Most importantly, this ritual was irreversible. This meant that as long as someone 

used this ritual, that person was as good as dead. 

 

The collective strength of 100 thousand people using the ritual would amount to an astonishing amount. 

Even Supreme Elders wouldn’t be able to deal with them in a short period of time. However, these 100 

thousand people would die after ten days. For the Thunder Clan, this was no doubt a huge damage. 



 

The Patriarch looked at Fei’er and said, “Do you have any other methods? Isn’t 100 thousand people too 

much?” 

 

Fei’er forced a smile and said, “Patriarch, 100 thousand people isn’t a lot. We might even add more 

people in the future. During the past battles, we witnessed Mister fight with the Taurus Supreme Elder. 

The Supreme Elder was very strong, his attack strength was formidable. This 100 thousand people might 

be able to block the Supreme Elder. However, we shouldn’t forget that there are eight other Supreme 

Elders. Nine Supreme Elders couldn’t be blocked that easily. I’m not even certain that those 100 

thousand would be able to block the nine Supreme Elders.” 

 

The Patriarch’s face became quite difficult as he looked at Fei’er. His expression sunk and said, “Is Mister 

Zhao Hai unable to rescue us?” After hearing the Patriarch say this, it was Fei’er’s turn to have a difficult 

expression. He looked at the Patriarch and said, “Mister Zhao Hai is currently attacking the Divine Race 

territory in the hopes that the Supreme Elders would retreat. If the Supreme Elders don’t come back, 

then mister might come and have a decisive battle with the Supreme Elders. But if mister becomes 

defeated, then wouldn’t the result the same as the one we’re facing right now? It might even be 

possible that our escape route would disappear.” 

 

The Patriarch hesitated, he became silent for quite a while. Fei’er looked at the Patriarch’s expression 

and couldn’t help but feel angry. Fei’er said, “Patriarch, there’s no need to think about it anymore. What 

duty does mister have for him to die for us? Are we worthy for him to go all out against the nine 

Supreme Elders? If it was you, would you fight someone powerful for someone who didn’t even have 

great trust towards you? Will you sacrifice yourself for someone who is always guarded against you?” 

 

Fei’er’s words were very impolite. This caused the Patriarch’s expression to turn uglier. He coldly 

snorted and said, “Are you really sure that the Supreme Elders won’t let us go? If we go under Zhao Hai’s 

command, then we might as well surrender to the Divine Race!” 

 

Not only Fei’er, even the some Elders couldn’t help but doubt what they just heard. This statement was 

just too stupid. Everyone was clear about the result. 

 

Fei’er looked at the Patriarch, disappointment evident on his face, and said, “Is this the Patriarch’s 

decision? Do you really want to punish our Thunder Clan?” 

 



After hearing this, the Patriarch’s expression worsened. Then he slammed his hand on the table and 

shouted, “Even if we are killed, we will never be Zhao Hai’s slaves! Come, lock him up for me!” 

 

Several of the Elders who were present didn’t do anything. Among them, the one who was the most 

unwilling was Elder Zhen. He had cooperated with Zhao Hai before so held some understanding 

regarding the man. 

 

At the same time, Elder Zhen also discovered that ever since they had defeated the Taurus Divines, the 

Patriarch had become more and more like a dictator. He started to believe that he was an Emperor. He 

became a Patriarch that didn’t consider what his people thought. 

 

Elder Zhen looked at the Patriarch before grabbing Fei’er. He couldn’t just stay quiet as he stood up and 

said, “Patriarch, the situation is already very clear. If we wait any longer, then all of us would only die. 

Do you really want to sacrifice the entire Thunder Clan like this? If that is the case, then you are no 

longer qualified to become the Patriarch of the Thunder Clan.” 

 

Elder Zhen was the Thunder Clan’s Great Elder. His status in the clan was very high. Every word he spoke 

had a certain weight behind it. This was because the Elder’s Assembly had the ability to impeach a 

Patriarch. 

 

When the Patriarch heard this, his face turned for the worst. He slammed the table with even more 

force and said, “Elder Zhen, do you know what you just said? Do you want to rebel?” 

 

Elder Zhen looked at the Patriarch and coldly snorted, “Patriarch, are you serious? Rebellion? Don’t 

forget, the Elder’s Assembly has the right to impeach a Patriarch. You don’t have the capabilities to call 

me a rebel. I support Fei’er’s plan. We should immediately organize people to do the sacrifice ritual and 

block the nine Supreme Elders. We don’t have much time left, we need to relocate to mister Zhao Hai’s 

Space. I’ve met Mister Zhao Hai before, he certainly won’t treat us as slaves. He hates slavery.” 

 

The Patriarch coldly snorted and said, “Who knows if he was just acting.” 

 

At this time, another elder stood up and angrily shouted, “So what does the Patriarch want? Do we just 

wait for our deaths?” 

 



Then another elder stood up and countered, “And what about you? Is becoming another person’s dog 

that good? I’d rather die in battle than become someone’s slave.” 

 

Elder Zhen looked at that elder and berated, “You watch your mouth. Who said we would become 

slaves? And do you really want our clan to perish for this courageous spirit that you have? Mister Zhao 

Hai will not enslave us. The Demons and the people from the Ark Continent subordinated themselves to 

Mister Zhao Hai, and they didn’t become slaves. So why can’t we do the same?” 

 

That elder sneered and said, “Zhao Hai didn’t enslave the Demons and the people from the Ark 

Continent, but did that mean that he didn’t have slaves? If we surrender to Zhao Hai, then we might as 

well just surrender to the Divines. At the very least, we can still live in our plane without going to a 

strange place.” 

 

Upon hearing this, Fei’er couldn’t help but sneer, “Surrender to the Divines? Do you really think that you 

have the qualifications? The vassal rebellion is all because of us. And at this time, you want to 

surrender? Who do you think we are? Can we just revolt whenever we want to revolt and surrender 

whenever we want to surrender? When did the Divines become that forgiving? You really think that the 

Divines are that stupid?” 

Chapter 929 – Dealing With The Cancer Clan 

Both sides were unyielding. Nobody can make anyone change their minds. A brawl almost happened in 

the hall. In the end, Fei’er could only shake his head as he left the room full of indignation. 

 

After leaving the hall, Elder Zhen immediately called the Elders who were close to him. Then he 

proceeded to urge their clansmen to leave the clan while also organizing a suicide troop. The troop 

would perform the sacrificial ritual together in order to deal with the Supreme Elders. 

 

As the Thunder Clan’s Great Elder, Elder Zhen held a high prestige in the clan. And with Fei’er by his side, 

their influence was not lower compared to the patriarch. Moreover, with Fei’er’s military authority, it 

didn’t take too long for them to find people willing to sacrifice themselves. 

 

Before when Fei’er was rallying his people, the majority of those who came with him were the young 

members of his clan. On the other hand, most of those with elderly age weren’t convinced by Fei’er’s 

words. Because of this, the people who were sent to the Space were very small compared to the 

Thunder Clan’s total population. 

 



The suicide troop of 100 thousand was quickly organized. At the same time, about five hundred 

thousand households became willing to enter Zhao Hai’s Space. 

 

Five hundred thousand households was quite a lot. This was equal to an entire province back in the Ark 

Continent. These people were also the only ones who were convinced by Fei’er despite his best efforts. 

There were still a lot of Thunder Clan members who didn’t want to leave their ancestral home. 

 

The Patriarch’s group was also planning to organize their own suicide army. However, their purpose was 

different compared to Fei’er. Fei’er wanted to organize a troop in order to hold the Supreme Elders long 

enough for the Thunder Clan clansmen to enter the Space. On the other hand, the Patriarch wanted to 

organize a troop in order to make the Divines understand that the Thunder Clan weren’t easily dealt 

with. With this, the Thunder Clan might have more talking power when they surrender. 

 

Fei’er and the others had already separated themselves from the Patriarch’s rule. Fei’er organized his 

people to move together and headed towards Thunder Valley and opened a spatial rift there. Then the 

people proceeded to head inside the Space. 

 

Outside the valley, Fei’er personally led the 100 hundred thousand suicide troops to block the entrance 

to the valley. They would block the Supreme Elders from attacking the migrating households. 

 

All the Thunder Clan members who entered the Space immediately fell in love with the environment. On 

the other hand, those who were yet to enter started to panic. They knew that their enemies were the 

nine Supreme Elders. They also knew that their Patriarch was prepared to surrender to the Divines. 

 

After the commoners knew about this information, they immediately ran to Fei’er. If they go with Fei’er, 

they believed that their future would be safe. 

 

These commoners weren’t stupid. Most of them knew how miserably they offended the Divine Race. 

Even if the Divines accepted their surrender, what would happen next? If they would return to their past 

state, then they might as well go to Zhao Hai’s Space. 

 

As the matter stands, more and more people decided to enter Zhao Hai’s Space. It already came to a 

point where the Patriarch could no longer stop them. 

 



At this time, a problem arose. The nine Supreme Elders had already started to attack the Thunder Clan. 

Moreover, they seem to be intent in the elimination of the entire race. They didn’t even try to take 

captives. This meant that those who went to battle would surely die. 

 

This made the Thunder Clan Patriarch finally realize that the situation wasn’t good. He immediately 

organized themselves and prepared to use the sacrifice ritual in order to block the Supreme Elders. 

 

However, the Thunder Clan’s Patriarch discovered something. Unexpectedly, nobody in his side was 

willing to become members of the suicide troop. It was a huge contrast compared to Fei’er’s side. 

 

The Thunder Clan’s Patriarch didn’t have the time to organize a proper army to resist the nine Supreme 

Elders. After all, he was preparing to surrender and negotiate with the Divines. 

 

This was where the Thunder Clan’s patriarch had forgotten about something. Only those with leverage 

had the power for negotiation. If you weren’t strong and you were on the side of the defeated, then 

what right do you have to discuss terms with the enemy? 

 

Naturally, the Thunder Clan’s Patriarch haven’t thought about this. In his opinion, the Divines wouldn’t 

dare to destroy them. Otherwise, the Divines wouldn’t be able to rule the vassal races. 

 

However, the Patriarch had forgotten the fact that they were the main cause of the vassal race 

rebellion. If the Divines didn’t eliminate them as a punishment for the others, then they wouldn’t be 

able to control the other vassal races. 

 

Moreover, Gold Ben and the others only came here because of Zhao Hai. They would eliminate the 

Thunder Clan first, then the Barbarians, and then the Winged Pegasus. They plan to make Zhao Hai 

retreat. 

 

Because of this, Gold Ben and the others didn’t even think about getting captives. They intend to 

exterminate the Thunder Clan. They weren’t interested in surrender, negotiations, and the like. All they 

want to do right now was to attack and kill. 

 



Although there were only nine of them this time, these people were more terrifying than 90 million 

people. Even if they numbered only nine, their individual and collective might wasn’t weak. Therefore, 

the Thunder Clan would certainly eat a huge loss once the battle starts. 

 

But the Patriarch’s group could only resist. At this time, Fei’er was transferring 500 thousand households 

to the Space, this was more than 2 million people. Moving this number of people to the Space wouldn’t 

take a day or two. Because of this, Fei’er could only lead the suicide troop to defend the valley’s 

entrance. 

 

Even if Fei’er and the others were defending the valley entrance, they were still receiving news from the 

battle between the Thunder Clan and the Supreme Elders. At the same time, more and more Thunder 

Clan members began pouring towards the valley. This only meant that the situation had worsened to a 

certain degree. 

 

Fei’er didn’t have the means to solve this. If he went to attack the Divines, then the valley would turn 

dangerous. If he went out, then the Patriarch might even use them. The Patriarch was still hoping to 

surrender. 

 

Fei’er already told Ding and Shan about the current situation. Ding and Shan weren’t having good times 

either. They had met people from their clans and were met with the same outcome as Fei’er. A lot of 

people were against moving, especially their Patriarchs. 

 

Fei’er wanted them to move as soon as possible. He told them that the Divines weren’t intending to take 

any survivors. Ding and Shan needed to send their people to the Space at the earliest time. 

 

However, Ding and Shan’s present situation was the same as Fei’er. Those who were close to them and 

those who respected them were the only ones who agreed to move towards the Space. Ding and Shan 

could only break out from the cells with no consideration for the clan’s face. They were afraid that it 

would be too late for their people to move towards the Space. A civil strife began in their clans. 

 

Fei’er felt very awkward regarding this situation. He didn’t want to urge them to revolt. After all, this 

was a different clan’s matter, it wouldn’t be good for him to meddle. 

 

However, Fei’er was worried about the Barbarians and the Winged Pegasus. The population of the two 

clans was much greater compared to the Thunder Clan. In this case, it would take an even longer time 



for their people to move towards the Space. Now that the Supreme Elders were mowing through the 

Thunder Clan, it was the best time for the Barbarians and the Winged Pegasus to make their move. If 

they delay, then they would be risking the lives of their people. 

 

Fei’er didn’t have better means to express this thought towards Ding and Shan. Because of this, he could 

only tell it to Zhao Hai. 

 

But Zhao Hai was currently attacking the Cancer Continent right now. The Cancer Continent was quite 

difficult to deal with. This was because their Supreme Elder Jie Yu had some reputation among the 

Divine Race. Although Elder Star held the highest position among all the Supreme Elders, Elder Jie Yu 

was the foremost expert of the Divine Race. This caused his clansmen to have a certain arrogance 

towards their strength. In their opinion, they couldn’t afford to have Elder Jie Yu lose face. 

 

Because of this thought, the Cancer Clan’s defense was quite hard to deal with. But because of the 

current circumstances, Zhao Hai would naturally be impolite. He released his undead, the Devil Legion, 

and his Cavalry Army. He sent them to all directions in order to deal with the Cancer clan as soon as 

possible. 

 

Zhao Hai’s method was very successful. After releasing his army, even the Cancer Divines wouldn’t be 

able to resist. The Cancer Divines could only defend for three days before they were cleaned up. 

 

Nobody could blame them for falling so fast. Zhao Hai’s undead were as strong as they were. Moreover, 

there was the much stronger undead troops under Qing Feng and Mingyue. Then there was the 

Ultimate Weapon equipped Devil Legion. There simply was nobody that could defend against them. And 

with their Supreme Elder absent, the Cancer Clan’s fall was inevitable. 

 

Most importantly, Zhao Hai’s army outnumbered the Cancer Continent’s troops. There simply was no 

chance for the Cancer Divines. Zhao Hai also received the news from Fei’er. However, he didn’t 

immediately return to help. He would wait until Gold Ben attacks the Barbarians and Winged Pegasus 

before he turns back. 

 

He needed to make the Barbarians and Winged Pegasus be willing to submit. If the two clans still 

refused, then Zhao Hai would wait for some time. 

 



Up until now, the three clans were still unwilling to trust Zhao Hai. The three clans’ Patriarchs were very 

ambitious people. If the Space accepts such people, then they would certainly cause trouble. Because of 

this, Zhao Hai changed his mind. He would use Gold Ben and the others to teach the three clans a 

lesson. Zhao Hai would make the three clans understand that without him, they would easily fall to the 

Divines. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t give Fei’er a concrete answer, he just expressed his acknowledgement of the report. 

Fei’er couldn’t blame Zhao Hai. To be honest, even Fei’er was disappointed of his people. Because of 

this, he could only accept this result. 

Chapter 930 – Sagittarius Clan’s Magic Formation 

Although Zhao Hai had conquered the Central, Scorpio, and the Cancer Continents, he didn’t actually 

touch their Fishman tribes. He wanted the Fishmen to spread the information to the other Divines. He 

needed Gold Ben and the others to be aware of what was happening. 

 

Gold Ben and the others were now forcing Zhao Hai to fight them by attacking the Thunder Clan and the 

others. But if Zhao Hai continually eliminates the Divines, would Gold Ben and the others keep being 

calm? At this time, Zhao Hai and the Supreme Elders were in a battle of who would lose their composure 

first. The one who returns would be the loser. 

 

After cleaning the defenders of the Cancer Continent, Zhao Hai proceeded to capture any remaining 

Divines. Zhao Hai couldn’t just let go of this opportunity. 

 

Zhao Hai wanted the Divines to get ahold of his movements. However, he didn’t anticipate that this 

news would also reach the ears of the foreign races and the vassal races. 

 

After hearing this information, the foreign races and the major vassal races immediately exerted 

pressure on the Divines. The Divines and the vassal races were now irreconcilable. At the same time, the 

foreign races wanted to take their revenge for tens of thousands of years. Even if one side wanted to 

solve this enmity, it would be impossible to do so. Therefore, when they heard that the Divines were 

being cleaned up by Zhao Hai, they immediately burst with joy. 

 

While the Divines were flustered, the vassal races immediately launched a full force attack towards the 

Divines. 

 



On the other hand, although the foreign races also sent their armies, they didn’t send their Supreme 

Elders along. This was because the foreign races were still afraid of Elder Star and the others. They knew 

that if Elder Star and the others made a move, then they would definitely target the foreign races’ base. 

 

After Zhao Hai dealt with the Cancer Divines, he immediately turned his attention to another continent. 

This time, Zhao Hai intends to attack the Sagittarius Divines. 

 

The Sagittarius Divines were quite a different type of people. Their archers were trained from a very 

early age. Because of this, their archery was the strongest among the other Divines. 

 

At the same time, their weapons were also special. What they use for combat was the bow and arrow. 

However, these bow and arrows weren’t ordinary ones. The bows were inscribed with magic 

formations, the same was true for their arrows. 

 

The magic formations inscribed on the bows allowed the Sagittarius Divines to condense energy into the 

arrow. On the other hand, the formation on the arrow increased its lethality. 

 

The energy arrows of the Sagittarius Archers wasn’t their most powerful means of attack. The magic 

formation inscribed on their bows also allowed them the ability to use energy to bend their arrows. If 

one had enough energy to charge both bows and arrows, then they would be extremely lethal. 

However, if one was weak, then their arrows might not even be able to injure anyone. 

 

At the same time, their arrows also had more than one type of magic formation. Wind-element 

formations could allow the arrow to fly a longer distance. Fire-element arrows would cause a powerful 

explosion. Wood-element formations would poison the target. Water-element formations made the 

arrow’s trajectory unable to be predicted. Metal-element formations increased the arrow’s penetrating 

power. And finally, Light-element arrows made it very hard to evade. 

 

This didn’t mean that the Sagittarius Divines were advanced in terms of magic formations. In fact, 

almost all of the Sagittarius Clan’s magic formations were passed down from generation to generation. 

Modifications on these magic formations were practically non-existent. 

 

This was because of the Deity’s order to stop research on magic formations. 

 



Although Lu Wei did forbade them to research magic formations, the Divines didn’t have any interest in 

researching them anyways. Even if their magic formations were from ancient times, given the skills of 

the Sagittarius Archers, they were still a terrifying existence in the Divine Realm. 

 

They can augment their archery using their own energy. As long as they don’t use all of their power, 

they would be able to fire arrows endlessly… Even if they run out of arrows, as long as they had energy, 

they could still kill. 

 

Although they were called the Divine Race, this didn’t mean that they were true gods. The items of the 

Divine Race might not be found in the Ark Continent, but they weren’t unlimited in the Divine Realm 

either. Because of this, the arrows of a Sagittarius Archer can be exhausted. This discouraged the 

archers on being be too reliant on their arrows. 

 

As for energy, it belonged to their own. Through the inscriptions on their bows, the archers were able to 

shoot hundreds to thousands of energy arrows in succession. Because of this, archers would only carry 

one or two quivers of arrows, and each quiver only had 12 arrows. 

 

Even with these restrictions, nobody in the Divine Realm was willing to provoke the Sagittarius Divines. 

Not only because of their arrows, but also due to their peak capability for assassinations. 

 

An archer could hide inside a location. And when one let their guard down, the archer would 

immediately unleash a fatal arrow. This was something terrifying to think of. 

 

In the past, Zhao Hai didn’t have that much understanding when it came to the Sagittarius Divines. But 

after asking Bingya and the others, he was finally able to have a clear idea. Now, Zhao Hai was curious 

about the Sagittarius Divines, especially their ancient magic formations. 

 

One must know that these magic formations were strictly hidden so that no outsider would know about 

them. And even if other people got ahold of their weapons, they still wouldn’t be able to know how to 

use the formations. 

 

Although the Sagittarius bows and arrows had magic formations inscribed in them, almost all of these 

formations were deeply hidden. These formations were also wrapped with other magic formations in 

order to hide their image. Moreover, if one wanted to destroy the bows to see inside, a magic formation 

inside would activate and blow the weapon. The arrows also had self-destruct functions. As long as an 



arrow was used, then it was ruined. One would only recover a useless arrow shaft. If one were to open 

the arrow, it would also explode. 

 

This caused Zhao Hai to be curious about these bows and arrows. He wanted to know what magic 

formations were inscribed on these weapons. Once he knew about these magic formations, then Zhao 

Hai’s undead cavalry would be able to display an even more terrifying strength. 

 

Zhao Hai’s attack on the Sagittarius Continent began immediately. This was because he didn’t need to 

spend time on travelling unlike Gold Ben and the others. After cleaning the Cancer Continent, he 

immediately teleported towards the Sagittarius Continent. 

 

When Zhao Hai started to attack the Sagittarius Continent, he was immediately faced with a resistance 

from the Sagittarius Archers. A wave of arrows came crashing down on Zhao Hai. These arrows were 

really strong, they were actually able to hurt the undead. Zhao Hai didn’t expect this. 

 

However, it was still impossible for the Sagittarius Divines to block the attack. And even if Zhao Hai 

didn’t have their magic formations, he still had magic cannons and the javelin throwing cavalry undead. 

This allowed Zhao Hai’s undead to suffer the least amount of damage. Most importantly, even if the 

undead were hurt, it still wouldn’t affect their combat prowess. 

 

At the same time, the Devil Legion were protected by their combat suits. Even if the Devil Legion’s 

strength wasn’t able to display a monumental increase, the combat suits were still able to block the 

Sagittarius Divines’ arrows. 

 

Just as Zhao Hai was attacking the Sagittarius Divines, information about the fall of the three continents 

reached the ears of Gold Ben and the others. Upon hearing this, the Supreme Elders couldn’t help but 

be startled. They have yet to conquer the Thunder Clan but Zhao Hai already eliminated three 

continents. It wasn’t strange for Gold Ben and the others to be surprised. 

 

Originally, Gold Ben and the others wanted to slowly attack the Thunder Clan in order to wait for Zhao 

Hai’s response. But now, it looks like Zhao Hai was more cruel than them. Naturally, the Supreme Elders 

could no longer hold back. Nine people fully exerted their powers and attacked the Thunder Clan. In 

about five days, the Thunder Clan was almost razed to the ground. At this time, the only surviving 

members of the Thunder Clan were inside the mountain valley where Fei’er and the others were. 

 



At this time, the mountain valley had refugees that numbered to about a million households. These 

people were the ones who didn’t follow Fei’er early on. When adding this number to the households 

that followed Fei’er in the beginning, the people that needed to be moved to the Space had numbered 

1.5 million households. 

 

It was impossible for this valley to hold 1.5 million households. However, this mountain valley wasn’t 

small either. Luckily, more than 800 thousand households had already transferred inside the Space. 

Otherwise, this mountain valley would have already overflowed. 

 

However, Fei’er’s group was now faced with a difficult problem. At this time, there was still about six 

hundred thousand households inside the valley. And Elder Star’s group was heading towards them. 

 

As Gold Ben and the others were heading towards the mountain valley. Fei’er decided that he would 

lead the 100 thousand defenders and use the sacrifice ritual. They needed to block Gold Ben and the 

others in order to give their people enough time to get inside the Space. 

 

Just as Fei’er was about to do the sacrifice ritual, Elder Zhen suddenly appeared and stopped him. Fei’er 

looked confused at Elder Zhen and said, “Great Elder, why did you stop me? Leave this place to me, go 

and lead our people into the Space.” 

 

Elder Zhen shook his head and looked at Fei’er, “Fei’er, you go. Guide our people to the Space, leave this 

place to me.” 

 

Fei’er stared, then his expression changed as he said, “That’s wouldn’t happen. Great Elder, just leave 

me here. This is my idea, I should be the one who sees it to the end.” 

 

Elder Zhen just calmly replied, “Fei’er, don’t be hard-headed. I’ll defend. You are still young and you 

have the best relationship with Zhao Hai among us. Go and take our people to a brighter future. I can’t 

do that, I’m already too old. I’ll leave the clan to you. I should have believed in you from the very 

beginning, yet I didn’t. This caused us to miss the best opportunity to move towards the Space. 

Remember, after going inside the Space, never strive to become Mister Zhao Hai’s equal. We’re only his 

subordinates.” After he said that, Elder Zhen’s body started to shake. Then his aura exploded, surpassing 

his original one. 

 



After seeing this situation, Fei’er couldn’t help but gawk. This was because he knew that Elder Zhen just 

performed the sacrifice ritual. Fei’er understood that it was already too late. 

 

Once Elder Zhen used the sacrifice ritual, the other 100 thousand members of the suicide troop also 

used the ritual. Nobody hesitated, all of them were fearless. 

 

Fei’er looked at his people, already knowing that they were practically dead. Tears started streaming 

down his face as he banged his head to the ground three times. Then he straightened his body and 

loudly said, “Brothers, in behalf of the Thunder Clan, this Fei’er expresses our deepest gratitude. Rest 

assured, this Fei’er will definitely lead our people to a much better future.” 

 

Elder Zhen loudly laughed. Mixed in that laughter was his overwhelming heroic spirit, then he said, 

“Fei’er, we’ll leave our clan over to you. Don’t let our sacrifice go in vain. Be relieved, we will make those 

Supreme Elders know that the Thunder Clan wouldn’t easily fall. Go tell Mister Zhao Hai that I apologize. 

I should have believed in him from the very beginning. Tell him to take revenge for me!” 

 

Fei’er gave a nod, then he said, “Great Elder, rest assured. I will certainly relay your message. I will be 

engraving everybody’s name down. The Thunder Clan will never forget you!” 

 

Elder Zhen laughed, then he pat Fei’er’s shoulder and said, “Go. Lead our people to leave this place. I’ll 

be leaving the clan over to you.” Then after that, Elder Zhen took an object and gave it to Fei’er. 

 

Fei’er looked at the item, it was a magic formation plate. Fei’er knew that this was a treasure of the 

Thunder Clan. Unfortunately this formation plate didn’t have any attacking power. Instead, it had the 

ability to create a large amount of fog, enough to hide an entire city. 

 

Upon seeing this formation plate, Fei’er immediately understood what Elder Zhen wanted to do. Elder 

Zhen wanted Fei’er to use this formation plate to block the valley. This would hide the mountain valley 

from the Supreme Elders. This way, the Supreme Elders would be clueless about what was happening. If 

the Supreme Elders knew that they were moving to the Space, then they will certainly go all out in 

attacking. For the Thunder Clan, this wasn’t a good outcome. 

 

Most importantly, Gold Ben and the others were still waiting for Zhao Hai’s response. It’s possible that 

they were still holding back. Both Fei’er and Elder Zhen didn’t want any other mishap to occur. 

 


